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WW3/One World Government/The Great 

Tribulation 
Author's NOTE: “I have Perfect Peace no matter what happens in the world. As my 

complete Trust is in Almighty God and he Rules the World for his own purposes. I 

have No Fear of any evil/bad events to come.” 

William Charnow 

Before we start this book, --here is a good passage of God’s Word for having Peace 

all the time: 

JOHN Chapter 14: 

1 Let Not Your Heart be Troubled; you Believe in God, Believe/Trust also in Me/Jesus 

Christ.  

2 In My Father’s House are many Mansions; if it were not so, I would have told you. 

 I go to Prepare a Place/Mansion for you. 3 And if I go and prepare a place for you, I 

will come again and receive you to Myself; that where I am/in Heaven/God's House --

there you may be also. 

 27 Peace I leave with you, My/Jesus Christ's Peace --I give to you/my saints/faithful 

followers.  

 --Not as the world gives do I/Jesus Christ give/Peace to you. 

 -- Let Not Your Heart be troubled/scared/fearful/worried/afraid. 

 

Is the World overall coming together like a Puzzle --piece by piece Into a 

One World Government?   

& 

Are Countries marching towards this inevitable outcome? 
 

This book will discuss many Serious Problems in the world and find out if all these 

calamities together are pushing the nations of the world into World War 3?  

 --And a One World Government? --  

 --Note: One World Government will be abbreviated at times in this book as—OWG --

and --World War 3 will be abbreviated at times as—WW3 --in this book. 

 

In this Book --Topics/Questions will be given and then some thoughts and facts to think 

about --and how they are part of the Puzzle of forming/putting together a One World 

Government/OWG. 

 --But what is making all these different Puzzle Pieces coming together?  
 



Two things are making it come together faster in the unseen Spiritual World—where the 

powers of God and the Kingdom of Light, and the power of satan the god of the 

Kingdom of Darkness are always opposing each other. 

 

Firstly --The Kingdom of Darkness is taking over quicker because more and more 

people --Love Sinning and Living in Darkness. John Chapter 3:19-21. 

 

Secondly --As more and more Christians become Lukewarm and don't resist evil, and as 

more and more peoples everywhere are rejecting God, and want him gone from 

society—the result is the devil, demons,  

and the Kingdom of Darkness conquer and Establish Strongholds --in High 

Places/Governments and areas/Businesses/Commerce.  

 

All This --speeds up the process of demons, and their Evil Kingdom's desire --of one day 

controlling the whole world. And in the process/OWG the devil gets worshiped by 

everybody except those true Believers of Jesus Christ --who won't take the Mark of the 

Beast or bow/kowtow to the Kingdom of Darkness. 

 

In the Near Future --The Darkness/sinning in this World will be so bad that God will 

temporarily let the whole world be ruled by satan --through the Beast, and  

the False Prophet. Revelation 13:1-8 

 

How Does RUSSIA FIT Into The OWG? 

There are NATO Sanctions against Russia that are making it want --to Destroy the USA 

and its NATO allies. Russia hates the Sanctions against them such as no ship that sails 

under the Russian flag or that is owned or operated by a Russian entity/company will be 

allowed to dock in a United States or NATO port or access their shores. This also 

includes Russian planes that can't land in any NATO country airports. 

 
  
 

Russia is prevented from purchasing Micro-Chips from the corporations that make them 

worldwide. Not being able to get replacement new micro-chips means their jets, 

computers, military, banks, etc. are suffering in real time to keep operating efficiently. 

And it only can get much worse for Russia and its lack of Micro-chips.  

 

Russians are denied access to the SWIFT International system for banking transactions 

that all the large Banks in the world use for monetary dealings. 

 

Dmitry Medvedev, --deputy secretary of Russia's security council, said. "We will 

continue to fight for the World Order that suits the Russian Federation and our citizens."  



--“Russia has enough power/Nuclear Missiles to put in place all the brazen enemies of 

our country,” 

He also said, “These tactics/Sanctions --are an attempt to put Russia "on its knees" for 

its invasion of Ukraine but it will not work." 

Russia and NATO and the USA are at war with each other by proxy in Ukraine. The 

USA is supplying lots of weapons that are injuring and killing Russians.  

It would be similar to the USA fighting Mexico in a territory war and Russia supplied 

Mexico with weapons that were injuring and destroying Americans.  

 --Would not most Americans want Russia destroyed?  This is how many War-Hawkish 

Russians feel. 

Many Russians want America and NATO destroyed now. Over 20 threats of nuclear 

annihilation of America and NATO have come from high-ranking Russians and Putin, 

Since the Ukrainian war started. 

 --Vladimir Putin reminds me of --Cult Leader Jim Jones. And most of the Russian 

Citizens who support/worship him/Vladimir Putin --as Jim Jones's followers who 

committed suicide because they believed in him with all their hearts. 

Russia hopes --Defeating the NATO nations would bring all the financial and micro-

chips sanctions against Russia to an end.  

Most people in NATO countries don't seem afraid of the constant Russian threats. Most 

of them feel that Russia is just bluffing and it's just words trying to scare them.  

 

And they feel that NATO and the USA has so much nuclear weapons and bombs to 

destroy Russia --thus because of assured Mutual Destruction—Russia won't attack. 

 

 --Both the USA and England say they have stealth undetected submarines near Russia 

that are loaded with nuclear bombs and missiles ready in an instant to fire on Russia 

cities if they are attacked. The USA has 10 stealth Nuclear Ballistic Missiles Submarines 

that patrol the world's oceans. Each one of these stealth submarines has 20 Trident 

Nuclear Missiles. NATO could probably destroy Russia without using nuclear weapons. 

 

It's worth Considering --That a Surprise Attack—a sucker punch/blitz of constant 

Russian nuclear bombs on NATO nations could make it hard for them to mount an 

effective counterattack. 
 

 --Russia's nuclear forces have taken delivery of a new missile --The Sarmat RS-28, 

sometimes known as the 'Satan II' –in the Fall of 2023.  

The Russians claim this Sarmat RS-28 Nuclear Missile they have developed is the 

most destructive advanced intercontinental ballistic missile on the entire planet. 



And they boast --The U.S. military has no way to defend against the Sarmat RS-28. 

The Sarmat RS-28 has been in development since 2014 and was famously 

described by Russia's Media as --"Capable of wiping out parts of the earth the size 

of Texas or France. 

This Missile has a range of 6,385 miles and carries a warhead jam-packed with 

Multiple Independent Reentry Vehicles (MIRV) that boast a combined destructive 

yield of 50 megatons.  

These Sarmat Nuclear Missiles fired off the East and West Coasts of the USA from 

500 to 1,000 miles away could explode on many American cities within 5-10 

minutes.  

 --If Russia is successful in launching their Nuclear Missiles --America would only 

have a few moments/minutes to respond.  

The same nightmare scenario/Nuclear Missiles Sneak Attack on the USA --could 

happen to France, England, and Germany.

There are Nuclear Missile carrying Stealth Russian Submarines that have the ability to 

sneak up to any countries coastlines without those countries even realizing they are 

there. 

There is also a Russian submarine-launched Weapon known as 'Poseidon' --It is a 

gigantic Submersible Drone that can be equipped with up to a 100 Megaton Nuclear 

Bomb --almost two times more powerful than the largest nuclear weapon ever even 

tested. 

When launched by a Russian Navy submarine, this Drone/Poseidon can travel 

independently toward its target and can travel more than 5,400 miles. And at depths as 

low as 3,300 feet. Once it finds its target --the Drone parks and waits for the command 

to detonate. 

The Russians brag they could deploy these Killer Drone-Poseidon’s to all of America's 

major coastal cities and detonate them simultaneously—and create Massive Tsunami 

Radioactive Waves that could destroy LA or New York City quickly without warning. 

However, the Poseidon Weapon/drone may not be made efficient --for 2-5 years from 

now. 

If Russia strikes the USA first with a blitz of Nuclear Bombs exploding throughout the 

whole country at once --most of the citizens will be taken by surprise.  

 

 --Why? --Because it is the same conditions of People’s Hearts before God as in the Last 

Days of Noah before the worldwide flood came and destroyed them. 



 

 --” As it was in the Days of Noah, --so it will be at the coming of the Son of Man.  For 

in the days before the flood, people were eating and drinking, marrying and giving in 

marriage, up to the day Noah entered the ark; and they knew nothing about what would 

happen until the flood came and took them all away. That is how it will be at the coming 

of the Son of Man.” Mathew 24:37-39. 

Note: I have told/taught/warned thousands of non-religious people and Church folks for 

years to always be Ready to Meet God. Over 95% dislike that exhortation and some 

even hate me and this Message of Concern and Warning for them. 

 

The Cold War doctrine of 'Mutual Assured Destruction' --has been programmed into 

Americans so many times that most citizens simply assume that it would be unthinkable 

for either –Russia, NATO, or the USA to attempt a Nuclear Strike First. 

 

Russia feels confident in executing any Sneak Nuclear Missile Attacks. Why do they 

feel so unworried about being attacked back with incoming nuclear missile strikes? 

Because --Russia claims they have the world's best most advanced Anti-Missile Systems 

(The S-400 the A-135, and the S-500). They claim they can withstand and destroy all 

incoming missiles. This is highly unlikely and arrogant boasting on their part. Nations 

are not as scared of Russia nowadays, because of the failure of their military in Ukraine. 

 

Will the USA be destroyed?  Is it --The Great Whore of 

Babylon? 

NOTE: --No one can say for certain/including this Author --that the USA is the Great 

Whore of Babylon/Mystery Babylon but nowadays in real time --no other country 

(Rome, Vatican, Iran, Iraq, Russia, China, etc.) comes as close to the descriptions for 

The Great Whore of Babylon in the Book of Revelation in the Bible as the USA.  

 

 --If it's not the USA then whoever is The Great Whore of Babylon would have to be 

decades away from matching the descriptions of it in the Book of Revelation. 

 

The following are: --Some Scriptures in The Book of Revelation that describe The Great  

Whore of Babylon: 

 --Revelation Chapter 17 :1 --Then one of the seven Angels who had the seven 

bowls came and talked with me, saying to me,  

 ---“Come, I will show you the Judgment of the Great Harlot/Whore who sits on many 

waters/could be the USA that --does/controls businesses all around the world,  
 



17:2 With whom the kings/leaders of the earth committed Fornication, and the 

inhabitants of the earth were made drunk with the wine/lustful sexual sins/pop culture of 

her Fornication/pornography. 
--America is the number one nation in the world Promoting Sexual Sins through: 

movies, music/videos, TV shows, pornography, and pop culture. 

 
17: 4 The woman was arrayed in purple and scarlet, and adorned with gold and precious 

stones and pearls/describes a very rich nation/USA maybe? -- having in her hand a 

golden cup full of abominations and the filthiness of her fornication.  

17:5 And on her forehead a name was written: Mystery, Babylon the Great, The Mother 

of Harlots/Whores.  

17:9 “Here is the mind which has wisdom: The seven heads are seven mountains/could 

be --The 7 Continents --on which the woman/USA sits/controls economically.  

17:15 Then he said to me, “The waters which you saw, where the Whore/could be where 

the USA Sits/rules/influences/controls --are peoples, multitudes, nations, and tongues.  

17:18 And the woman whom you saw is that great city/country --could be the 

USA which reigns over the kings/leaders of the earth.” 

Revelation Chapter 18 

18: 3 For all the nations have drunk of the wine of the wrath of her/The Great Whore's 

fornication/sexual sins/lusts, the kings of the earth have committed fornication with 

her/The Great Whore, and the Merchants of the earth have become rich through 

the abundance of her luxury/money/pleasures/maybe the USA? 

18: 5 For her sins have reached to heaven, and God has remembered her iniquities/sins. 

 

18: 7For she/The Great Whore says in her heart, ‘I sit as a queen, and am no widow, and 

will not see sorrow.’ 18:8 Therefore her plagues will come in one day—death and 

mourning and famine/maybe from a Nuclear Attack and radioactive fallout?  

And she will be utterly Burned with Fire/possibly nuclear bombs? --for strong is the 

Lord God who Judges her. 

18:9 “The kings/leaders of the earth who committed fornication and lived luxuriously 

with her/could be those countries who did lots of trading with the USA? --will weep and 

lament for her, when they see the smoke of her burning,  

18:10 standing at a distance for fear of her torment, saying, ‘Alas, alas, that great city 

Babylon, that mighty city! For in One Hour your judgment has come.’ 

18:11 “And the Merchants/great corporations of the earth will weep and mourn over her, 

for no one buys their Merchandise anymore: 18:12 Merchandise of gold and silver, 

precious stones and pearls, fine linen and purple, silk and scarlet, every kind of citron 



wood, every kind of object of ivory, every kind of object of most precious wood, bronze, 

iron, and marble; 18:13 and cinnamon and incense, fragrant oil and frankincense, wine 

and oil, fine flour and wheat, cattle and sheep, horses and chariots, and bodies and souls 

of men.  

18: 15 The merchants of these things, who became rich by her/maybe the USA, will 

stand at a distance for fear of her torment/maybe nuclear fallout? weeping and wailing, 

18: 16 and saying, ‘Alas, alas, that great city/Country/USA? that was clothed in fine 

linen, purple, and scarlet, and adorned with gold and precious stones and pearls.  

18:17 For in one hour such great riches came to nothing.’  

Every shipmaster, all who travel by ship, sailors, and as many as Trade on the sea, stood 

at a distance.  

18:18 And cried out when they saw the smoke of her burning/maybe from Nuclear 

Bombs? saying, ‘What is like this great city?’ 

18:19 “They threw dust on their heads and cried out, weeping and wailing, and saying, 

‘Alas, alas, that great city/Country/maybe the USA? --in which all who had ships on the 

sea became rich by her wealth. For in one hour she is made desolate.” 

18: 23 For your merchants were the great men/leaders/corporations of the earth, for by 

your sorcery/lies/deception/lusts all the nations were deceived.  

 --Ask Yourself: -- Nowadays, --what Nation has so much wealth and is the world's 

leading Importer of Goods and Merchandise?  Answer: USA. 

 --What Nation is the most Influential to itself and the World promoting 

Fornication/sexual sins/pornography? Answer: USA. 

 

The Great Whore of Babylon as written—is destroyed in One Hour. 

Maybe, Russia and China with their nuclear missiles could in a massive sneak attack --

destroy the USA in an hour. So, that's one scenario that would quickly usher in an OWG. 

 

The other scenario unfolding nowadays is Biblical Prophecy taking place.  

In Mathew Chapter 24—It says --” There will be wars and rumors of Wars.” Right now, 

that is what we have—China threatening to invade Taiwan. And if China invades 

Taiwan, then Russia will fight with China, And the USA, Japan, South Korea, and 

Australia will fight with Taiwan. 

This ties in with --Mathew Chapter 24:7 --” That nation shall rise against nation, and 

Kingdom/Country against Kingdom/Country.” 

 



Isn't it Incredible How all the Giant Corporations and Media Outlets of 

the World are Evolving into a One World System controlling everything? 

Over the last decades so many large corporations and companies have formed together 

into gigantic, large corporations and/or conglomerates. 

 

For instance, 30 some years ago --50 companies controlled/owned the USA Media.  

But since 1984 --90% of the original 50 companies from 30 years ago --are controlled 

by  

just --six Media Giants. They are News Corp, Time-Warner, The Disney Corporation, 

GE, Viacom, and CBS.  
 

These Media companies are owned by --big hedge funds, mutual funds, and finance 

companies.  

So, these Media Companies do their programming catering --to their large corporate 

advertisers.  
 

Most of what they all report on is basically the Same Script/narrative.  

They are all slanted for socialism and government control for most of their reporting. 

And are against Christianity and individual freedoms/rights guaranteed by the  

original Constitution—if it opposes their Agenda.  

 

The major USA news media seem --to hate God, Jesus Christ, the Bible, and Christians. 

They seem to get their kicks putting them all down and in negative reporting always.  

And the major news media loves --Evolutionary Theories, Climate Change Theories, 

Humanism, Homosexuality, Pro Abortions for women, and Transgenderism.   

 

 --Sadly --more than half/50% of the general Gullible Public believe all News reported 

as factual and not embellished or lied about.  

They quickly “assume the position”—and believe all the news stories and articles—

hook, line, and sinker. 

 

Nowadays, on most news or Media Outlets there are No Debates or rebuttals allowed 

against anything they say or report as News. There are No debates --about climate 

change being a theory/lie, no debates about evolutionary theories being a lie, no debates 

about whether mandatory mask wearing all the time is necessary for everyone?  
 

No debates about mandatory vaccines/and are they really needed? /are they safe long 

term? /what about the Side-Effects --of taking all those foreign substances into your 

body through booster shots? Are the vaccines making people have perpetual Long Term 

Covid-19 symptoms all the time—and never get healed completely? 

 



Everything Big News Media wants Believed they Spin It such as --Any bad weather, 

colder or hotter weather, --that has been going on regularly for centuries is now --a 

major story about Climate Change taking over America, and the world.  

 

The Big News Media thrives on Scaring people about most news stories. Once they can 

constantly instill Fear in their viewers, they have them --like flies stuck in spiders’ webs.  

 

Eerily, it seems like --Big Tech, Big Media, Big Military-Industrial Complex, Gigantic 

Corporations, Big Oil, Big Agriculture, Big Banking, Big Pharmacy, Big Hospital 

Industries, Big Science/Evolutionary Theories, Big Academia --are all in some way 

leading us all towards a --One World Government Control.  
 

Giant TV Companies influence lots of people's thinking.  

Big Radio Companies influence many people's thinking.  

Big Movie Companies, and Big Music & Videos Companies influence people's thinking.  
 

Nowadays the Gigantic Internet Companies 
 --which are the richest valued companies in the history of humanity -- 
are the main Brainwashing Highway for bringing all peoples of the world together in a 

same way of thinking, of acting, in a coming soon --'One World Society'. 

 

Super Richy-Rich  Huge-Massive Tech Companies such as --Apple, Google, Amazon, 

Oracle, Alphabet, Samsung, Microsoft, Facebook, Twitter, Tik Tok, We Chat, Alibaba, 

Huawei, Reddit, Yahoo, Snapshot, Instagram, Pinterest, Linked-In --are all pushing 

directly or indirectly --on their platforms towards a Worldwide Social Society --where 

everybody Acts and Thinks basically the same, and Believes everything they tell them 

on their Internet platforms/sites. 

 

A lot of humanity --especially people under 30 are Addicted to their Phones and social 

media all day long –just like an endorphin rush or buzz.  

 --They are Social-Media Drug Addicts. --  

It seems like they walk around in a spell like a zombie programmed human with an 

Implant in their Brains --Who doesn't have a clue, nor do they care about becoming a 

 --Programmed ‘social media Guinea-Pig’/lab rat --for the coming OWG Rule.   

 

These Programmed Social Media Guinea-Pigs/lab rat People are --Eerily similar to the 

'Pavlov's Frog Experiment' --that slowly boiled to death --a Frog in a pot of hot water --

that slowly got hotter and hotter, and --the Frog never jumped out of the pot to safety, 

never realizing what was being done to it—and it died in the pot.  
 

 --So, in the same programmed way --Internet Social Media Junkies nowadays are all 

thinking and acting the same basically and changing into good/obedient same like 



programmed citizens for the coming --One World Government System.  

 

On the Internet --Notification Advertising --is all carefully designed to keep a person on 

Social Media as long as possible. Why? 

 --To --see more ads, --buy more goods, and make servers and platforms and  

apps advertising companies more money. Then these companies as a direct result keep 

giving the Internet companies more advertising revenue.  
 

 --Most social media is controlled by advertisers a lot --just like television/radio is also --

and has been since it aired originally.  
 

Everything on Social Media is there to keep people on Longer and become lifelong 

Social Media Addicts—who become easily manipulated like good Lemmings. 
 

The plans of all the major Internet Companies are to --keep people online scrolling.  

 --Seeing and visiting more Advertisers in the process.  

 --They want to --keep people coming back and telling their friends to come online 

more. 
 

Most Internet Users are ignorant that there are --Very intelligent people, and computer 

masterminds, and surveillance capitalism --behind the Internet Scenes—who do 

calculated moves to control Visitors to go to their platforms/websites.  

They think of them—and manipulate them clinically and technically like they are lab 

rats and guinea pigs. 

 

Most everything online is watched and tracked. Everything someone does, every action 

carefully monitored and recorded and asked? 

 --What images did they look at? 

 --How long did they look at those images? 

 

 --They know when people are bored.  

 --When they are lonely or depressed.  

 --They know --what their likes and dislikes are.  

 --What their main personality traits are. 

 

All this information of them is fed into Supercomputers. They build a Computer Model 

of a person and can determine what they most likely will think and do.  
 

Google and other gigantic Intelligent Companies have massive underground and above 

ground rooms --of Supercomputers --as far as the eye can see.  
 

Social Media is stealing people's Time --that they can never get back.  

 --Time lost that could have made their lives more spiritually profitable with God 



and knowing Him.  
 

Social Media, sadly for so many is a great distraction --from instead focusing on some of 

the more important issues of life—such as --What happens to you when you die?  

Are you doing unto others—like you would like them to do to you?  

Are you a good honest righteous friend, father, mother, child, brother, sister, or 

neighbor? 

 

Social Media wants to control how people think, dress, where they go, and what they 

Think of Themselves—and in the process --morphing everyone together doing the same 

thing directly, or indirectly.  

 

Gradual slight changes—over time --and the Addicted Social Media Person changes or 

morphs into --a social media lab rat/guinea pig --without their even knowing it.  
 

Someone who is on Social Media all the time and addicted to it --is like they are in the 

Matrix --and how do you wake up to get out of the matrix --when you don't even know 

you're in it? 

 

Most people who watch a lot of TV or mindless videos --are lazy thinkers/docile zombie 

thinkers and just believe what so-called Science and Authorities/such as Dr. Fauci or Bill 

Nye tell them, and then parrot what they say all the time—without thoroughly thinking it 

out—to see if it is wrong or been embellished.  

 

The arrogant mainstream News Media mostly thinks of their listeners and  

viewers as --gullible, extremely ignorant, and easily manipulated --by Voice Inflections, 

and carefully crafted Fearful Sound Bites.  

 --Most so-called News is way over-hyped in Fearful outcomes.  

 --It's like The Scary Music --of a monster movie, or slasher/murderer flick—that gives 

people goose bumps.  

 --Turn off the scary music on a scary flick and you will see the show as just fake—just 

actors with fake injuries and weapons.  

 --The loud Scary Music is what makes the flick/movie seem scary to the viewer. 

 

Is the United States becoming similar to a socialist or fascist like state that Germany was 

of old in the 1930's-1940's? What was an unthinkable question 60-70 years ago—needs 

to be thought about nowadays before it is too late, and nothing can stop it. 

 

Note: --The Apostle Paul called satan --” The Prince and Power of the Air.” Ephesians 

2:2.  

 --The Internet, TV, and Radio all travel --through the Air/air waves.  

 --The Kingdom of Darkness run by satan, and his demons is on the earth/land and also 



just above the earth in the sky/air.  
 

The Bible says --” For we/Saints of God wrestle/fight/war not against flesh and 

blood/humans, but --against principalities/of darkness, against powers/of darkness, 

against the rulers of the darkness of this world/demons, against spiritual wickedness in 

high/heavenly places.” Ephesians 6:12. 
 

 

Will the World one day be --a Police State --just like China?  

-- is now and becoming even more?  
 

 --China is the main country in real time who can give a Preview of what the world will 

be similar to one day --in the coming reign of the OWG. 
 

China believes in suppression of everybody for the benefit of the state. Anyone deemed 

an Enemy of the State, such as --political opponents, religious peoples, or critics of the 

supreme ruler of China Xi Jinping.  Are usually visited, and then quickly picked up, and 

taken to Detention Camps, and many are Never Seen Again.  

 

There is an undercurrent of Fear in China among the citizens to Obey the 

Government—or else you will be picked up, disappear from society, and are never 

heard from again. 

 
China has Social Credit Scores taken from --observing peoples—

actions/choices/comments --on the Internet and from their surveillance cameras.  

 --People with Bad Social Credit Scores may be given a warning at first to change their 

conduct. And if they don't --the Re-education Detention Camps await their arrivals. 
 

China calls them Vocational Training Camps. --In reality they are guarded like 

Concentration Camps to get slave labor for free and/or reeducate the person/inmate to be 

a Chinese Communist—and maybe re-enter their society again as an obedient citizen.  

 

Almost 2 million peoples are in the Detention Camps (Aka --Volunteer Education 

Camps) and most of them are Muslims.  

 

China is an Atheist Dictatorship-leadership-Govt. and is Persecuting All Religious 

Peoples more and more everywhere throughout their country.  

 

 --Someday, the peoples of All Countries will report, find, and jail, torture, and kill 

anyone that is a Religious Person --and Refuses to take the Mark of the Worldwide 

Government/The Beast. Revelation 13: 3-5, 16-17. 



 --Everybody will Hate Christians who refuse to bow down to the OWG and take the 

Mark of the Beast. Mathew 24:9. 
 

Nowadays in China --Any government dissidents/critics, such as certain writers, poets, 

teachers --are in the Detention Camps.  

 --In China if you say President Xi Jinping looks like Winnie-the-Pooh or a Panda—you 

can be picked up and taken to jail and/or a detention camp. 
 

 --Since surveillance is everywhere in the Chinese cities, and all social media done 

online are carefully watched 

—anybody who doesn't Obey/conform to the State/Communism Government is easily 

identified, and where they work and live at. 
 

It happens all the time. --One day without warning any people deemed a threat to 

The State/Communism Government are taken away and never seen again.  

 

During the beginning outbreak in Wuhan of COVID-19—Many infected people were 

picked up and never were seen again. That's a quick way to end a pandemic that breaks 

out—simply pick up all infected peoples. Tell the citizens you are taking them to the 

hospitals. Take a few infected people to a hospital or two for media purposes.  

 

Then take the rest of the infected people to hidden underground Detention 

Facilities/buildings in deserted areas. Cremate the sick infected people, and then bury 

the ashes somewhere deep in the ground.  

If just a few people test positive for Covid-19—China will lock down entire facilities, 

and cities involving thousands and even millions of people forced to stay where they are 

at—or suffer getting taken away to the detention camps/jails. 
 

In China they're way ahead of the rest of the world including the United States with 5G 

technology/in use.  

 --China is rapidly laying out 5G-(5th Generation Mobile Network).   

 --China has built over 130,000 5G base stations.  

Over 300 cities including Beijing and Shanghai have complete 5G networks setups. 

 

There are 5G cables everywhere and they have more intelligent security and visual 

inspections than anyone else on earth.  

 

Because of its gigantic Technology Companies/Manufacturers, 5G Networks, and Smart 

Cities they are building: 

—China desperately Needs/Covets --Taiwan's Micro-Chips and cutting-edge Nano-

Chips. 

 --This is the Main Reason China feels it has to Invade Taiwan and control TSMC—thus 



getting the Micro-Chips they must have and preventing the rest of the world from 

getting Micro-Chips from TSMC/Taiwan Semi-Conductor Manufacturing Company. 

 

China has a Network of --over 200 million Surveillance Cameras. 

 --China has over 50,000 Internet Police to keep things such as --religion, democracy, 

criticisms of the country, its leaders, or policies --off of their Internet.  

And to report and prosecute anyone doing anything the government feels is wrong, or a 

crime. 

 

China is rapidly building ‘Smart Cities’—with Surveillance Drones, robots, surveillance 

cameras, and laser radars everywhere. A person's every move walking or driving can be 

observed. License plates are scanned constantly.  

 

China has Robot Mobile Police --and they scoot around the inside of the airport, and 

they have computers in them with body language and facial recognition scanning. They 

constantly take pictures of people and they're evaluated.  

They have a Database in them --of Dangerous Behavior to look out for. 

 
 --It's a computer program and so as the Robot Mobile Police take a Picture Image of 

somebody—and then the computer analyzes the person to see if there's any dangerous 

behaviors.  
 

These Police Robots can detect if someone has a Fever at the airport. With 5G high-

definition cameras --it can measure the body temperature of up to 10 people at the same 

time. While doing temperature checks --It can detect whether people passing by are 

Wearing Masks or not. And at that time if someone's Not wearing a Mask --the police 

robot can remind that person audibly --they are not wearing a mask.  
 

For in the near future to be the King of Technology --China in outer space is testing its 

6G Technology which they claim will be 100 times faster than 5G.  

 --Amazingly --It will be even smarter and more efficient than 5G. But it won't replace 

5G for maybe another eight or nine years.  

The race now in China is to Patent the new Technologies of 6G before anyone else does 

before them—thus becoming the King and ruler over 6G Technology. 
 

In China if someone speaks anything the Communist Chinese doesn't like they will get 

straightened out—and if they don't change their conduct they are eliminated/disappear 

one day.  

 

 --For instance --Chinese billionaire Jack Ma founder of the behemoth  

corporation The ANT Group --criticized in speeches high ranking government 

regulators, and the regulations that they imposed on his Chinese companies.  



 --He said --” We’re not afraid of the government regulators --these regulations are not 

right.”  

 --This was a gigantic mistake. 
 

Jack Ma was the showman and face of large Chinese companies to the Chinese people 

and also to the world. He brashly marketed himself as a troublemaker to the higher ups 

of the supreme ruling party --the CCP/Chinese Communist Party --by fighting for the 

little guys he helped establish in businesses.  
 

He criticized the State Banks (a colossal mistake) 

 --He boldly said --” They were operating like pawn shops.”  
 --Note: --If you have read about how Mafia guys don't like to be insulted, made fun of, 

or disrespected—and then they beat up or kill the person who offended them— 

 --This is how Chinese Communists think and act.  

 

 --Jack Ma failed to know that at his speech in the auditorium were some high-ranking 

government regulators & officials including the Vice President of China.  

 --These offended people --had a Meltdown and felt disrespected.  

 

Their thinking (Thug/Mafia Style) was kind of like --” We’ll fix you Jack Ma—Teach 

you a Lesson you will never forget—give you an offer you can't refuse—make you the 

Poster Person for anyone who doesn't obey us or dares to criticize us!” 

 

Shortly after Jack Ma's speech in October 2019 Criticizing the Government --He was 

taken by high-ranking officials to an undisclosed location.  

And he disappeared for three months.  
Note: This is Just Speculation --but maybe he was taken somewhere high up in a 

building held outside a window of the building by his feet --and told --” You’ll do 

everything we tell you Jack Ma --or we will drop you --and people will just think you 

committed suicide.” 

 --Then they maybe put him nude in a cold stinky cement room cell. They kept him there 

in a semi-starved state.  And then constantly brainwashing him—making him listen to --

what he is now going to say and do or else commit suicide --by falling/jumping out from 

a window.  
 

When Jack Ma reappeared in Feb 2021, he gives a brief speech and he was/and now is 

modest and humble, and basically --Sings a New Tune—and says --” How great and 

righteous is the CCP/Chinese Communist Party.” 

 

The CCP wanted control of The ANT Group --which in 2020—did over 17 trillion 

Dollars in online payments.  

 --The CCP changed The ANT Group into a financial holding group just like their State 



Banks.  

Now, --the CCP can watch and --Regulate it all the time.  

 

The CCP told the Media --the ANT Group was doing insider trading and corruption with 

the Shanghai Stock Exchange so that is why they had to fine and regulate them.  
 

The CCP targeted the ANT Group's massive --consumer data files computers. They 

branded all the data a monopoly of information. 
 

In April 2021 the CCP --Fined Alibaba Group Holding Limited, also known as (Alibaba 

a Chinese multinational technology company specializing in e-commerce, retail, 

Internet, and technology) almost $2.7 billion for breaking anti-monopoly laws and called 

it an antitrust fine.  

Then the CCP made their UC Browser disappear which had 400 million active users. 

They removed the UC Browser from the App Store, and they did this --with No 

Warning. Nor, did they give any reasons for why they were doing this.  
 

In 2020—Before being taken over by the CCP --Alipay handled 75% of China's online 

transactions --that's 700 million active online users and they spent $17 trillion annually. 

That's over 20 times as much as PayPal did.  
 

Alipay held over 50% of the Chinese E retail market and this all --was bypassing China's 

highly regulated giant State Banks.  
 

The CCP is rapidly wiping out Bitcoin Mining and transactions in China. They want no 

competition with their currencies—especially with their --new Digital Yuan. 
 

Jack Ma is alive for now but there are some other billionaires in China who did not 

'Assume the position and Kowtow' --down to the CCP --and they either were taken away 

to exist in harsh terrible prisons, or—disappeared/escaped or were killed and haven't 

been seen again. 
 

Ren Zhiqiang --Was a Chinese real estate mogul billionaire. One day he in a speech did 

the unthinkable stupidity by saying/insinuating that --Premier XI Jinping was a Clown 

for his handling of the COVID-19 Pandemic.  
 

Not long after this speech --his assets were seized by the CCP, and he was sentenced to 

18 years in prison --and his charges were that he took bribes and was abusing his power.  
 

Xiao Jianhua --Was a Chinese billionaire who offended the CCP.   

He was known to have links to China’s Communist Party elite. In 2017 --He was Last 

Seen with his head covered, sitting in a wheelchair -- being taken away quickly from a 

luxury Hong Kong luxury hotel in the early morning.  



 

He was taken to an unknown location on the Chinese mainland. The CCP took most of 

his assets and he's never been seen again in public. 

 

Just recently—Xiao Jianhua and his corporation/Tomorrow Holdings were charged with 

illegally siphoning away public deposits, betraying the use of entrusted property, and the 

illegal use of funds and bribery.  

Xiao and Tomorrow Corporation have “severely violated a financial management order” 

and “hurt state financial security”, the court said. 

  

Xiao Jianhua—was sentenced to 13 years in Prison. And his Tomorrow Holdings Co. 

was fined --$8.1 billion dollars. 

He still hasn't been seen by any Photo—either in a prison, in public, or a courtroom. 

Who knows? --He may have been dead for years now. 

 

It seems China may be the main player in the coming OWG, 

—so here's 

Some Interesting Facts About China: 

China spends more on E-Commerce (electronic commerce) the buying and selling of 

goods and services, or the transmitting of funds or data, over an electronic network, 

primarily the internet) --then the USA, France, Germany, and the UK combined. 
 
Even though it is Communist/Socialism --the Chinese government is the Biggest 

Capitalist in the world.  

 --China wants the best capitalist and entrepreneurial system in the world—to be 

superior to the West.  

 

China can get things done and built Much Faster than anyone else in the world. Such as 

building their military weapons, their infrastructure of 5G, and massive skyscrapers, and 

manufacturing plants.  
 

They have a gigantic Labor Force and a big army --to get most big jobs done faster and 

they have the latest technology equipment and machines. They don't have long delays 

because of government red tape and regulations like the USA. 

 

Most everything can be paid by Smart Phones in China—such as at --fast food places, 

the supermarket, train stations, and airports, toll booths, most stores, etc. 
 

Hardly, anyone in the cities carries any cash or credit cards because almost every 

merchant and payment system are by smart phones. 

  



Alipay and WeChat Pay are the two most used Chinese digital payment companies used. 

In time the Digital Yuan --will be the main and/or only digital payment system in 

China. 
 

China is Ruthless in Business Deals—For instance --China's original agreement was to 

let USA businesses sell their products to the Chinese. But China didn't let them do that 

for too long. And when Chinese businesses got the USA products to manufacture. They 

learned how to make all the products themselves.  

 

So, they didn't need most American products for themselves much anymore and 

wouldn't let them sell their products in their country anymore.  

 --Google found this out the hard way. 

 

China joined the World Trade Organization in 2001. 
NOTE: --Since then --57,000 American Factories have disappeared to China and 

In the last 30 some years in the USA --over 27 Million --Manufacturing Jobs are gone. 

And --These millions of United States Manufacturing Jobs lost mostly to China are 

Never coming back again. Why not?  

 --Because it costs anywhere from two to nine times more in the USA --to Manufacture 

the same product(s) as in China.  
 

One of the reasons the USA/Treasury has to borrow money and print money to pay its 

bills/budgets is because of 27,000,000 manufacturing jobs gone forever/and the Revenue 

lost from them every year. 

 

China has a Belt and Road Initiative with different countries. This keeps increasing 

Chinese power over these nations and making themselves large financial profits around 

the world. 

 

China uses it's BIS --Bank for International Settlements, and also its Central Bank of 

China to fund trillions of dollars to their Belt & Road-Silk Road Crusades.  

 

The countries China helps eventually become like --Vassal Countries. 

 --If any Country Defaults on their Loans to any Chinese Banks—then China owns all 

their Infrastructure, roads, buildings, power plants, etc. -- that they helped finance and 

build.  

 

All transactions, payments etc. with China from their Belt & Road Countries is done 

mostly with Chinese currencies and each country's currencies—thus in the process 

bypassing the SWIFT International System and USA dollars/currency. 

 

China does pay for its Belt and Road Infrastructure with U.S. dollars. Using around 



$500 billion every year. It's a good way for them to get rid of these U.S. dollars now—in 

case they are replaced someday --as the world's reserve currency.  

 

Its estimated China has used trillions of dollars so far building Infrastructure for 

different countries.  

 

Note: --The USA throws away $6 Trillion dollars --for Middle East Wars and doesn't get 

any Infrastructure Built.  
 

China spends trillions of dollars helping other countries building Infrastructure and they 

gain allies, trading partners, and lots of revenue/dollars for decades to come. 

 

 --They are 37 regional countries and 20 plus non-regional countries --Indebted to China 

for their loans/infrastructure. 
 

In the process of more countries doing so much business with China—It causes a power 

shift, and the USA loses its hold on those countries as China helps them with their 

Infrastructure and they --become indebted and dependent upon them forever. 

 

 

Note: --The results of a War starting between China and Taiwan --for everybody 

would be worldwide major changes of world power control. So, we need to know -- 
Why China wants so much to conquer Taiwan and have it 

completely in their control? 

 

 One of the reasons is --China buys half of Taiwan's Exports. So, they don't want to pay 

for their imported Taiwanese products so just conquer them and take what they want 

anytime. 

 

Another of the reasons is—China would have --a strategic Military Island --by taking 

Taiwan.  

China controls most of the South China Sea already from man-made Military Islands.  

 

Taking over Taiwan would be a major military victory for China and let the whole world 

know --” Don’t mess with China in our internal affairs or ever even think of attacking 

us.” 

 

Taiwan is the World's Biggest Producer/supplier of Tech Semiconductor Computer 

Chips. It's the main part of the worldwide distribution network.  

 

China would be King of the Tech/Computer World  



 --controlling --TSMC/Taiwan Semiconductor Manufacturing Company. 
 

The start of a War with China and Taiwan would put the world into economic turmoil 

because Taiwan would --stop production of their computer chips and this would throw 

the world into panicky economic uncertainty. 

Especially at all the world's giant Tech Corporations who can't function without 

computer chips. 

 

China if it has a War with Taiwan: --They would stop or slow down Manufacturing the 

world's goods, and products. This would affect the world --so there would be a double 

whammy Worldwide Economic Nightmare --from both Taiwan and China going to war. 

And if that isn't bad enough what happens if the United States gets involved fighting 

China. If they do that, then --Russia will possibly get involved and North Korea fighting 

for China. 

 

President Biden has said The United States will defend Taiwan if it is attacked by China. 

 

NOTE: --Taiwan is the undisputed King of the integrated circuit, responsible for 

63% of the global contract manufacture of Microchips, with the lion’s share of that 

accounted for by a single company --TSMC --which is the major supplier to most 

large Tech Companies such as Apple, Intel, Qualcomm and Nvidia.  

Taiwan’s market share for high-value integrated circuits smaller than 10 nanometers is 

92%. It's mind-boggling to think that a Nano-Chip --can have 50 billion transmitters on 

it. 

 --TSMC's chairman, Mark Liu, said recently seeking to refute the notion that China 

could gain control of its operations by seizing Taiwan by force. 

He said --” Nobody can control TSMC by force. If you take a military force or invasion, 

you will render TSMC’s factory not operable,” --” Because this is such a 

sophisticated manufacturing facility, it depends on real-time connection with the 

outside world, with Europe, with Japan, with the US, from materials to chemicals 

to spare parts to engineering software and diagnosis.” 

 

XI Jinping --says -- “Reunification with the motherland of China and Taiwan will be 

fulfilled—and that Taiwan will get back with the motherland of China he Guarantees.” 

 --Is he delusional just like Vladimir Putin was --thinking Russia could easily 

overtake/conquer Ukraine in a few weeks and suffer few casualties and monetary costs? 

 

--90% of the Taiwanese people reject the --One China/Country with two systems 

frameworks. Joseph WU—Taiwan's Foreign Minister says— “90% of its citizens --

identify as Taiwanese—and Not Chinese. 



 

 --The USA is extremely dependent on TSMC high-end chips for it's military-industrial 

complex and satellites. 

 --If the USA is cut-off from these high-end Micro Chips—then China will rule High-

Tech and A-I (Artificial Intelligence). 
 

China wants Taiwan because they desperately need more high-end semiconductor 

computer chips.  

 --By controlling Taiwan --they could put a stranglehold on the nations of the world for 

getting more high-end cutting-edge semiconductor computer chips in the future.  
 

With an abundance of semiconductor computer chips --China could rapidly become the 

King of AI intelligence and lethal AI robots, drones, and weapons. 
 

China also --doesn't want its people on its mainland to see its former vassal state/Taiwan 

and it's peoples --enjoying Democracy, prosperity, happiness, and Freedom like they 

don't have in their communist regime country.  

 --Instead, they want to Enslave Them—make them like worker ants and take their 

bounty. 

China sees Taiwan as part of its Mainland, and they say --” This island belongs to 'One 

China'—and this has never changed.”  

“Taiwan is an illegitimate regime, a breakaway territory.” 

 

They also say --” The Taiwan Strait belongs to China and is not an International 

Waterway. We own all the rights to the Taiwan Strait.”  

 --This thinking by China is definitely a flash point for war to breakout someday. 
 

 --China could shut off Taiwan from exports and imports with a  

 --Shipping Blockade around the whole Island.-- 

 

--Taiwan Targets of Anti-missile sites, and Anti-Aircraft sites are easy pickings for 

Chinese planes to hit. And also, their--Airplane runways, and places/buildings-where 

high-ranking Taiwanese officials are and Military Leaders gather --Most likely these 

Targets would be the 1st ones destroyed in an opening Sneak Attack 

 

China would jam communications channels before a sneak attack. 
 

 --The USA could be hours behind being prepared to help Taiwan defend itself from a 

Sneak Attack from China, 
 

It is estimated that at least 600,000 military Chinese troops are needed to take over and 

occupy Taiwan. 
 



The USA supports Taiwan in commerce and militarily by selling more and more military 

equipment armaments, weapons, ammunition, etc.  

 

The main sentiments in Taiwan are: The people don't want to be bullied by China; They 

don't want to sacrifice their current prosperous economic growth. Nor their hard-earned 

independence --such as having freedom of speech and being a democracy instead of—

being part of a dictator-totalitarianism communist controlled country. 
 

China seems to be pushing the envelope for War with Taiwan by having too many 

fighter Jets, and Destroyer ships patrolling to close by Taiwan's coastlines. 

 

If there is a War with China --or --If a Chinese Shipping Blockade were challenged by 

the United States and the Taiwan Strait was designated a War Zone --then trade, finance, 

and insurance would evaporate for all shipping in the area. 

Any real-life disruption of the sea lanes to the east and west of Taiwan would have a 

crippling effect on China’s own economy, since its major ports of Shanghai, Dalian, 

Tianjin and others are dependent on passage through waters near Taiwan. 

The Taiwan Strait is the major conduit for shipping from North Asia, including China, 

Japan and Korea, to the rest of the world, and it’s also --the most direct route from South 

China to the US. 

The great majority of Australia’s iron ore trade passes Taiwan in route to the northern 

Chinese bulk ports, as do its shipments to Japan and Korea. 

 --Just under half the world’s container ships passed through the Taiwan Strait in the first 

seven months of this year. Among the largest 10% of the global container fleet, --88% 

made use of the waterway.  

 --Tankers carrying around 1 million barrels of oil transit the Taiwan Strait every day. 

Although it is possible for ships bound for North Asia to avoid the Taiwan Strait, which 

is only 80 Miles/130 kilometers wide at its narrowest, they can take the alternative route 

to the east of Taiwan through the Luzon Strait with Philippines but --it is vulnerable to 

cyclones/hurricanes. 

China’s foreign ministry earlier this year asserted that it had ‘Sovereignty Rights' and 

Jurisdiction/authority over the Taiwan Strait --and that it was false to claim it was an 

International Waterway.  

--From time to time --China’s military operations try to intimidate and enforce its claims 

of 'Sovereignty Rights'. 

The US State Department responds that the Taiwan Strait -- is an International Waterway 

--where high seas freedoms, including freedom of navigation and overflight, are 

Guaranteed under International Law.  



It's easy to see that the continued strong differences concerning Passageways on the 

Taiwan Strait can easily lead to military confrontation between China against the USA 

and Taiwan. China seems to want a fight with their constant bullying threats and there is 

definitely a flashpoint for a war to start over navigation and control of the Taiwan Strait 

Commercial flights have been interrupted by China’s recent military exercises in the 

area. Korean Air, Singapore Airlines and Asiana Airlines suspended flights to Taipei, 

while other airlines, such as Japan Airlines and Cathay Pacific, said they were avoiding 

the designated zones. Airlines are accustomed to diverting around warzones and military 

exercises. 

It would be a Tragedy if there is any Blockade of Taiwan’s airspaces-waterways 

resulting in immediate negative economic effects. 

if Taiwan is ever taken over by China --there is for the world --No TSMC replacement 

for instance say Apple needs another chip maker besides TSMC --that other chip maker 

would need years to get ready if they could at all to make the extremely complicated 

high tech nano chips because TSMC has --hard Tech, hard science, super technical and 

advanced personnel and machines. 
 

These Nano Micro-Chips --are so complicated right now there is a worldwide Cold War 

on technology for them.  It used to be cold wars on oil but nowadays the biggest Cold 

War --is going on with technology and particularly microchips and nanochips. 

China has the highest demands and it's the most desperate and is actually dependent on 

microchips.  

 --They are the Electronics Capital of the world but China --is the weakest in the 

Microchips Industry as far as making less than 10% of the world's Microchips in China. 

 

China imports over $350 billion worth of Microchips annually. China's semiconductor 

market is the largest in the world.  
 

The US has sought to contain China's rise as a tech power, by banning Huawei's 5G 

Network in the US and placing a virtual prohibition on US companies supplying 

software and components to Chinese tech companies.  
 

Annually, China has --more than 50 percent of all Semiconductors, both for internal use 

and eventual export.  
 

China has the most of the world's Raw Minerals that are used for making Micro-Chips. 

This is not good news for the rest of the tech and businesses outside of China.  

 

If China ever controls TSMC and they also have the rawest ingredients for producing 

new microchips—they will have no real competition and will be able to name any high 

price for their microchips and/or refuse to sell their micro-chips to any country, they 



don't like. 

 

TSMC and Samsung manufacturing Foundries focus mostly on producing --five 

nanometers and three nanometers’ microchips. 

 --China is 3-4 years today behind Taiwan and South Korea in the making of five 

nanometer and three nanometer chips.  

 

To make these most advanced chips you must have a Lithography Machinery from a 

company called ASM L. They are a Dutch company and amazingly --They're the only 

ones in the world that make this special graphic machinery for making Microchips. 

 

So --ASML is a critical player. Basically --The company makes a machine that uses so-

called --extreme ultraviolet (EUV) that is required to make the most advanced chips 

Nano-Chips --such as those manufactured by TSMC and Samsung. 
 

Because of American Sanctions --China can never purchase this special lithographic 

machinery that is needed to make the nanochips. 
 

 

Did the American Public get Duped into The Iraq War? 

  The Following is a brief compilation of --how mass Brainwashing by the Govt. and 

the News Media can get most people to believe anything they tell them.  
 

 --Before this Iraq War took place—the American people were told “We have to go to 

War now” --To save the world from Weapons of Mass Destruction.  
Note: --No Weapons or lethal gases of any significance were ever found. 

 

Before the War --the Pro War Sentiment to Destroy Iran was 71% of the American 

people for it and 70% of the Congress voting for a War against Iraq.  

 

Before the Iraq War --No opposing opinions or views Against Going to War in Iraq --

were allowed in the Mainstream Media. 

Nowadays --that's the same with The Theory of Evolution, and Climate Change 

Theories. --No questioning or opposing facts allowed in the Mainstream Media. 

 

Amazingly --The Vietnam War --before it started --was not questioned in the big 

Mainstream Media. Just like the Iraq War. 
 

But during and after the Vietnam War --it was questioned. I read a big book that 

chronicled over the Vietnam War over a 30-year period. 

  --In the last paragraph of the book—It said --”May no one ever again—any Country 

or country's leader make this mistake again—and have another useless war.” 



 

Yet that's what happened --Again in Iraq --False Media Information/Media 

Brainwashing led to War and then afterwards there was --No weapons of mass 

destruction, no nerve gas, no nuclear bombs.  

 

But most of the right-wing media then and now—still insists the USA had every 

right to maim and kill hundreds of thousands of Iraq soldiers/citizens. 
 

 --A good Documentary everybody should watch about the Iraq War is on  

 --YouTube called --” Leading to War the complete film.”   

 

Here's a quick recap of The Iraq War --and the Lies & Insanity of the Govt. 

and the mainstream media: 
On September 11th, 2001, the New York Trade Center buildings are bombed by 

terrorists. There are 2,973 deaths of Americans. There is great outrage in the nation for 

revenge to take vengeance on someone or a country doing terrorists acts. 

  

January 29, 2002—President George W. Bush in a State of the Union speech to 

Congress and the nation—is very angry, hateful, and revengeful,  

 --He blames Iraq for supporting terrorism and hostility towards the United States. 

  

President George W. Bush Lies and says Iraq has been plotting/developing anthrax nerve 

gas, and nuclear weapons for over a decade. He says their thoughts and actions 

constitute with their fellow terrorist Allies an --Axis of Evil. 
And sadly—most of the Gullible Citizens/Congress --believes it hook, line, and 

sinker. 
 

George W. Bush continues --” And these terrible outcomes threaten the peace of the 

world right now! So, we must act against them soon. We won't allow them to threaten us 

with the world's most destructive weapons. 

 -- Note: Iraq at the time of this speech had --No Weapons of mass destruction 

WMD'S—As stated earlier --Nor were any found after the war or to the present day. 

 

Tragically, --The Government and Major Media together can easily get people today to 

think and do as they Brainwash them—just like they did easily 20 some years ago.  
 

 --Donald Rumsfeld the Secretary of Defense said --we have no choice but to strike Iraq 

first.  
Note: --Even though they haven't ever attacked us.  
 

The Iraq War caused over 800,000 civilian and military deaths. ---Untold numbers 



of people became amputees, and mentally wounded/depressed/bitter for life. 
 

 --Donald Rumsfeld recently died and amazingly never did apologize/repent for all his 

Lies before and during the Iraq war. Prideful and arrogant all the way to the grave. 

 

George W. Bush is the same.  

Recently --George W Bush during a televised Speech about the War in Ukraine had a –

Guilty Conscience Gaffe –He said --” The decision of one man/Himself/George W. Bush 

to launch a wholly unjustified and brutal Invasion of Iraq” and then he said --” I mean 

Ukraine.” 

 ---and then chuckling nervously muttered --” I mean Iraq too.” 

 

 --Before the Iraq War --Vice President Dick Cheney said --” Iraq is pursuing nuclear 

weapons right now to destroy some Middle East countries, Israel, and eventually attack 

the United States with its nuclear weapons. They must be stopped now.”  
 

Defense Secretary Ashley Barfield said --” We can't wait for a nuclear, chemical, or 

biological attack to come from Iraq. We need to go and find these WMD'S and destroy 

them. Saddam Hussein's days are numbered unless he complies to our every order.” 

 

 --In attempting to persuade French President Jacques Chirac to support a United 

Nations Security Council resolution authorizing the Iraq War. President George W. Bush 

asked him to send troops to Iraq to stop Gog and Magog, the "Bible's satanic agents of 

the Apocalypse". 

 According to Chirac, President George W. Bush appealed to their "common faith" 

(Christianity) and told him: "Gog and Magog are at work in the Middle East. The 

biblical prophecies are being fulfilled.  

 --This confrontation is willed by God, who wants to use this conflict to erase his 

people's enemies before a New Age begins." 
  --Such Ignorance of the Bible.-- 
 

So, what did George W. Bush mean when he referred to Gog and Magog? Gog and 

Magog appear in the prophetic Book of Ezekiel in Chapters 38-39, and the section is 

open to various interpretations. To George W. Bush --Gog is the human personification 

of evil who will lead a multinational invasion of Israel from the north and be defeated, 

with great violence, by God --who will restore Israel’s security.  

Magog refers to --the Land from which Gog hails.  

 

To George Bush, Gog and Magog probably meant the ultimate future battle between the 

forces of good and the forces of evil, a battle that had been predicted more than 2,500 

years earlier, but whose time he stupidly believed --had finally come.  --What a nut-ball 

reason to invade Iraq. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gog_and_Magog


 

Nabil Shaath told the BBC that according to minutes of a conference with Palestinian 

leader Mahmoud Abbas, President George W. Bush said, "God inspired me to hit Al 

Qaeda, and so I hit it. And I had the inspiration to hit Saddam, and so I hit him." “God 

inspired me to "end the tyranny in Iraq.”  

When all else fails and you Lied/ George W. Bush—just blame God for your actions.  

One of the reasons for Invading Iraq was a means of --allowing the United States to 

demonstrate that it was and intended --to remain a global hegemony/world's #1 

superpower.  

Since Afghanistan was too weak a nation to demonstrate American power, Iraq was also 

invaded because Saddam Hussein had damaged American prestige/Pride as he remained 

mocking, threatening, and defiant following the 911 attacks on America. 

George W. Bush, Dick Cheney, and Donald Rumsfeld, and other prominent war 

hawks/Neo-Conservatives --wanted a Display of US military power, and to assert and 

enforce US Global Hegemony. 

George W. Bush at an UN speech says --” Iraq is six months away from developing a 

nuclear weapon --” I don't know what more evidence we need.”   “Iraq is threatening the 

USA and the world with horrible diseases, poison chemical weapons, and atomic 

weapons.”  “We can't wait for the final proof of a smoking gun --it may become in the 

form of a mushroom cloud.” 

 --Amazingly, --For this speech President Bush got a standing ovation from the 

Congressman at the State of the Union Speech.  

 

Is it possible that --The United States maybe the number one consumer, exporter and 

perpetrator of Violence and violent weapons in the world?  

--America spends More Money on War --than the combined military Budgets of 

China, Russia, the United Kingdom, Japan, France, Saudi Arabia, India, Germany, Italy 

and Brazil.  

America Polices the globe --with over 800 military bases and troops stationed in 160 

countries.  

America spent over $6 Trillion on the Wars in Afghanistan and Iraq.  

 

Try to imagine all that $6 Trillion and then having also --over a 1,000,000-

manpower labor force/army at your disposal.  

What incredible things that 6 $Trillion and over a 1,000,000-manpower/army labor 

force in 10 years working all the time --could do for the USA Infrastructure.  

 

 --Visualize every road and building in the United States fixed up. Plenty of new 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nabil_Shaath
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mahmoud_Abbas


low-cost housing for seniors. Plenty of new housing built for low-income people. 

More rest areas. All the freeways fixed up.   

All Bridges fixed. Electrical power grids made better. Plumbing/Pipes fixed 

everywhere. More lakes and parks. Downtown renovations, sidewalks, everything 

would look nice.  

--Oh, what should have been—instead of useless destructive wars.-- 

 
Sadly --What did America get from the wasted-thrown away six trillion dollars wars and 

all those millions of manpower/army large labor force.  

America got a bigger National Deficit, more Inflation. Rusted weapons and vehicles.  
 

It's easy to see that nowadays the majority of people in the USA will quickly do 

what their leaders tell them. They are apathetic and easily manipulated by media 

soundbites and would most likely do the Vietnam War and Iraq War again. 

 --These brainwashed people will gladly join The OWG and love submitting to the 

Rule of the Beast and his leadership.  

 

Will the EURO Be Involved in the OWG? 

Here's some interesting information about the Euro:  
The Euro currently is the Second most used Currency in the world.  

There are about 60 countries or so linking their current currencies to the Euro one way 

or the other. 

The Euro is about --20% of Worldwide Central Banks Reserve Currency. 

 --The USA dollar is almost 60%. 

 

The Euro has Replaced national currencies in 19 States and/or countries that make up 

the European Union. 

About 30% of International Trade worldwide is done with the Euro. 

 

The European Central Bank is the main Bank of the Euro. It just like the Federal 

Reserve/Central Bank etc. of the USA. In that it --has steadily been printing more 

currency and has Inflation out of control.  

 

The largest drawback of the Euro is a single monetary policy --that often does not fit 

local economic conditions. For instance, some European countries are prospering, and 

others are having economic downturns in the economic Europe union—so this creates a 

feeling of unfairness in some countries.  
 

Because the Euro currently isn't as strong as the Dollar, and the Chinese Yuan is not 

desired much as a Reserve Currency (because of the CCP's strict regulations of it). 



 --The Bottom Line: For now, is—the Dollar won't be replaced anytime real soon. 

 --But if big wars breakout/WW3 and cause ensuing financial panics worldwide—

everything could start to change/unravel badly economically, and a New Worldwide 

Currency replace the current Dollar Hegemony worldwide. 
 

 

Brief Summary of the Book/How the OWG Puzzle Piece by 

Piece is coming together. 

Let's briefly go over the different pieces/movements just discussed --coming together 

to bring about One World Government. 

 --The Kingdom of Darkness/satan's demons/deceived peoples --are taking over the earth 

quicker because --nowadays more and more people Love Sinning and Living in 

Darkness. John Chapter 3:19-21. 

 

 --More and more Christians are becoming --Lukewarm and Don't Resist Evil, and as 

more and more peoples everywhere are rejecting God, and want him gone from 

society—the result is the devil, demons, and the Kingdom of Darkness conquer and 

Establish Strongholds --in High Places/Governments and areas/Businesses/Commerce. 

 

Russia is a main player for a New World Order. They want to destroy America and 

NATO for defending/by proxy war --Ukraine and destroying Russia's military and 

personnel with their Weapons. 

Russia is so mad-that it has constantly warned of destroying NATO countries/USA with 

 --a Surprise Attack—a sucker punch/blitz --of constant Russian nuclear bombs on 

NATO nations. Such a quick massive nuclear missiles Attack would make it hard for 

them to mount an effective counterattack against Russia. If China and/or other nations 

also attack the USA at the same time as the Russian Sneak Attack—it would be 

overwhelming/devastating for America. 

 

Russia says their Sarmat RS-28 Nuclear Missiles they have developed are the most 

destructive advanced intercontinental ballistic missile on the entire planet, --And 

they boast --” The U.S. military has no way to defend against the Sarmat RS-28. 

Stealth Russian Submarines have the ability to sneak up to any countries coastlines 

without those countries even realizing they are there. And then deliver their nuclear 

missiles within 5-10 minutes to bomb these countries. 

 

Nowadays, in the world/USA—it is eerily similar to --” As it was in the Days of 

Noah, so it will be at the coming of the Son of Man.  For in the days before the great 

flood, people were eating and drinking, marrying and giving in marriage, up to the day 



Noah entered the ark.   

and --they knew nothing about what would happen --until the great Flood came 

and took them all away. That is how it will be at the coming of Jesus Christ.”  

Mathew 24:37-39. 

A big question is—Could the USA be the Great Whore of Babylon described in 

Revelation Chapters 17 & 18?  

Revelation 17:18 says --” The woman/whore you saw is the Great City/Country --that 

rules/business wise/banking/militarily --over the kings/leaders of the earth.”  

The Great Whore of Babylon as written—is destroyed in One Hour/maybe from nuclear 

missiles sneak attack. 

 

In Mathew Chapter 24:6—It says --” There will be wars and rumors of Wars.” Right 

now, that is what we have—China threatening to invade Taiwan.  

And if China invades Taiwan, then Russia and North Korea will fight with China and  

the USA, Japan, South Korea, and Australia will fight with Taiwan. 

This ties in with --Mathew Chapter 24:7 --” That nation shall rise against nation, 

and Kingdom/Country against Kingdom/Country.” 

30 some years ago --50 companies controlled/owned the USA Media.  

Nowadays, --Only 6 Media Giants --News Corp, Time-Warner, The Disney Corporation, 

GE, Viacom, and CBS control --all the mainstream media.  

 

Eerily, it seems like --Big Tech, Big Media, Big Military-Industrial Complex, 

Gigantic Corporations, Big Oil, Big Agriculture, Big Banking, Big Pharmacy, Big 

Hospital Industries, Big Science/Evolutionary Theories, Big Academia --are all in 

some way leading us all towards a --One World Government Control.  

 

Sadly, the Gigantic Internet Companies are main Brainwashing Highways for bringing 

all peoples of the world together in a --same way of thinking, of acting, in a coming 

soon --'One World Society'. 

 

Tech Companies such as --Apple, Google, Amazon, Oracle, Alphabet, Samsung, 

Microsoft, Facebook, Twitter, Tik Tok, We Chat, Alibaba, Huawei, Reddit, Yahoo, 

Snapshot, Instagram, Linked-In --are all pushing directly or indirectly --on their 

platforms towards a Worldwide Social Society where everybody Acts and Thinks 

basically the same, and Believes everything they tell them on their Internet 

platforms/websites. 

 



As a direct result so many folks --especially people under 30 --are Addicted to their 

Phones and Social Media all day long –just like an endorphin rush or buzz.  

 --They are Social-Media Drug Addicts.--  

It seems like they walk around in a spell like a zombie programmed human with an 

Implant in their Brains.  

Most people today are 'Sound Bite People' --They parrot what they hear or read 

from a news story—but they really can't back up what they say with any real 

concrete facts or analysis. It won't take much to get the 'Sound Bite 

People'/airheads to kowtow and capitulate to the OWG.  

China in real time shows the world --what the coming OWG control will be like. 

– In China --People with Bad Social Credit Scores/or refuse to obey any Laws may be 

given a warning at first to change their conduct. And if they don't change their actions --

the Re-education Detention Camps await their arrivals. They are like Concentration 

Camps to get slave labor for free and/or reeducate the person/inmate to be a pawn of the 

government—and re-enter their society again as an obedient citizen/servant.  

 

In the coming OWG every country will have lots of Re-education Detention Camps and 

if a person doesn't obey what they are told to do—then they get Beheaded for their faith 

or beliefs --that are contrary to the atheistic/no God OWG. 

 

Because of its gigantic Technology Companies/Manufacturers, 5G Networks, and 

Smart Cities they are building: 

—China desperately Needs/Covets Taiwan's Micro-Chips and cutting-edge Nano-Chips. 

 --This is the Main Reason China feels it has to Invade Taiwan and control 

TSMC—thus getting the Micro-Chips they must have and preventing the rest of the 

world off from getting Micro-Chips from TSMC/Taiwan Semi-Conductor 

Manufacturing Company.  

If China succeeds in conquering Taiwan, they become the main player/country in 

the world for putting together OWG. 

Right now, the USA Dollar/currency is strong and faces no immediate challenge to 

its remaining the World's Reserve Currency. However, in a Worldwide War or a 

Worldwide Economic Financial Panic/Meltdown --The need and want of all 

countries would be to have One Universal Currency and it would be Digital and 

thus all the Central Banks of the world could be tied in Digitally with all their bank 

information assets etc.  

Because all banks’ monies --basically are Digital and all their business and customer 

Information are also Digital: 

 --Thus, the transferring into a new One Universal Currency --would be a fast procedure 

because it's all digitally done.  



 --In a One World Universal Currency a person will need an Identification Chip 

and/or a Tattoo on them --in order to use the World's only Currency accepted.  
 --Babies and/or toddlers will get an ID chip/or tattoo. This Mark/ID will be everybody's 

new form of ID and Currency.  
 --Nobody will be able to buy or sell anything --without this chip implant and/or 

tattoo.  
 --The Mark of the Beast may also be a permanent Tattoo on the forehead and hand of 

people—instead of a Chip Implant. Or it may involve both a chip implant and a tattoo. 

 

 

The following about The Beast/OWG are taken from passages, 

in the Book of Revelation Chapter 13 
 

1 I stood on the shore of the sea. And I saw a Beast coming out of the sea. It had ten 

horns and seven heads, with ten crowns on its horns, and on each head a blasphemous 

name.  

2 The Beast I saw resembled a leopard but had feet like those of a bear and a mouth like 

that of a lion. 

 

 Different scholars believe --The wild Beast with seven heads represents the ruling 

worldwide political system. 
 

The dragon/satan gave the Beast his power and his throne and great authority. 3 One of 

the heads of the Beast seemed to have had a fatal wound, but the fatal wound had been 

healed. 

 

3-And all the world/OWG marveled and followed the Beast.  

4 So they worshiped the dragon/devil who gave authority to the Beast; and they 

worshiped the Beast, saying, “Who is like the Beast? Who is able to make war with 

him?” 

 

5 And he was given a mouth speaking great things and blasphemies, and he was given 

authority to continue for forty-two months. 6 Then he opened his mouth in blasphemy 

against God, to blaspheme His name, His tabernacle, and those who dwell in heaven.  

7 It was granted to him/The Beast to make War with the Saints and to overcome them. 

And authority was given him over every tribe, tongue, and nation.  

8 All who dwell on the earth will worship him, whose names have --Not been Written in 

the Book of Life of the Lamb slain from the foundation of the world. 

11 Then I saw --Another Beast --coming up out of the earth, and he had two horns like a 

lamb and spoke like a dragon. 12 And he exercises all the authority of the first Beast in 



his presence and causes the earth and those who dwell in it to worship the first 

Beast, whose deadly wound was healed.  

13 He performs great signs, so that he even makes Fire come down from heaven on the 

earth in the sight of people. 14 And he Deceives those who dwell on the earth by those 

signs which he was granted to do in the sight of the Beast, telling those who dwell on the 

earth to make an Image to the Beast who was wounded by the sword and lived.  

15 He was granted power to give breath to the image of the Beast, that the image of the 

Beast should both speak and cause --as many as would --Not worship the image of the 

Beast to be killed.  

16 He causes all, both small and great, rich and poor, free and servant, --to Receive 

--a Mark --on their right hand or on their foreheads,  

17 and that no one may buy or sell except one who has the mark or the name of 

the Beast, or the number of his name. 

18 Here is wisdom. Let anyone who has understanding calculate the number of the 

Beast, for it is the number of a man: His number is 666.  

 

Revelation Chapter 17: 8  

8 The Beast, which you saw, once was, now is not, and yet will come up out of the 

Abyss and go to its destruction. The inhabitants of the earth whose names have --Not 

been Written in the Book of Life from the creation of the world will be astonished when 

they see the Beast, because it once was, now is not, and yet will come.  

 

The following are some Scriptures regarding --The 1,000 Year Reign of Jesus 

Christ on the new Earth.  

The 1,000 Year Reign of Jesus Christ on the new Earth.  

After the Great Tribulation is over there will be a 1,000 Year Reign of Jesus Christ 

and his Saints on a brand-New Earth. This One World Government will be 

controlled and judged in holiness and righteousness. There are different views on 

who will be the peoples living on the earth under the reign of Jesus Christ and his 

Saints. 

Some believe people who survived The Great Tribulation will populate the earth 

and their newborn babies/children.  

I personally believe the Earth will be renewed back to how it was in the Garden of 

Eden before sin entered the earth. God will create many new Adam and Eves and 

their newborns/children will populate the world.  



In this new world there won't be technology as we know it but instead people will 

mostly do farming worldwide with no machines/technology to help them. 

 

REVELATION Chapter 20 

1Then I saw an Angel coming down from Heaven --having the Key to the 

Bottomless Pit and a great chain in his hand. 2 He laid hold of --the dragon --that 

serpent of old --who is the devil and satan and --Bound him --for a Thousand Years. 

3 --And he cast him into --the Bottomless Pit, and shut him up, and set a Seal on 

him/the devil, so that he should Deceive the nations no more until --the Thousand 

Years were finished --But after these things he must be released for a little while.  

4 And I saw Thrones, and they that sat on them, and Judgment was committed to 

them. Then I saw the Souls of those who had been Beheaded for Their Witness to 

Jesus Christ and for the Word of God, who had Not worshiped the Beast or his 

image, and had Not received his Mark on their foreheads or on their hands.  

 --And they/Faithful Saints Lived and Reigned/ruled --with Christ  

--for a Thousand Years/the Millennium Rule --of Jesus --on the earth. 

5 But the rest of the dead did not live again until the Thousand Years were finished. 

This is the First Resurrection. 6 Blessed and holy are those who have part in the 

First Resurrection. Over such the Second Death has no power,  

but they/The Saints shall be Priests of God and of Christ --and shall Reign/rule 

with Him/Jesus Christ --a Thousand Years.  

7 Now when the Thousand Years have expired --satan will be released from his 

prison/bottomless pit --and will go out to Deceive the nations which are in the four 

corners of the earth, Gog and Magog, to gather them together to battle, whose 

number is as the sand of the sea.  

 --Note: A Literal 1,000 Year Reign on Earth is mentioned  

 --Six Times in REVELATION Chapter 20.  

When God has this written 6 times in His Word—He wants to leave No doubt it is 

a Literal on the Earth 1,000-year Kingdom of God --ruling the whole New World.  
 

Yet many people change the obvious meaning of a literal 1,000 Year Reign as just 

symbolic and as a result get a reprobate spiritual mind in believing and teaching this 

ridiculous Doctrine/lies of Amillennialism which is --The denial that an earthly 1,000 

Millennium of universal righteousness and peace will either precede or follow the 

second advent/coming of Jesus Christ.  
 

 



It amazes me how so many so-called Christians don't Fear God and any scripture they 

don't like or understand—they just change its obvious literal meaning to suit their 

doctrine(s)/Theories of the Bible. 

 

 Here is God's Warning to all who Change his Holy Word and/or say it doesn't really 

say what it obviously is meant to say and mean. 

 

Revelation Chapter 22:18 --For I testify to everyone who hears/reads the Words 

of the prophecy of this book: If anyone --Adds to these things/Words, God will 

add to them the plagues that are written in this Book/Bible.  

19 And if anyone --Takes Away from the Words of the Book of this 

prophecy, God shall take away their part from the Book of Life, from the holy city, 

and from the things which are written in this book/Bible.  

 

REVELATION Chapter 22:9 They went up from everywhere on the earth and 

surrounded the camp of the Saints and the beloved city.  

 --And Fire came down from God out of Heaven --and devoured them. 10 The 

devil, who deceived them, was cast into the Lake of Fire and brimstone where the 

Beast and the false prophet are. And they will be tormented day and night forever 

and ever.  

11 Then I saw a Great White Throne --and God who sat on it --from whose Face --

the Earth and the Heavens fled away. And there was found no place for them.  

 

During The Millennium –What The 1000 Year Reign of Jesus Christ on 

the Earth will be like: 

ISAIAH 

Chapter 11:6 The wolf also shall --dwell with the lamb, 

and the leopard shall lie down --with the goat; 

and the calf and the young lion and the young horse together; 

and a --little child shall lead them. 

Chapter 11:7 And the cow and the bear shall feed/together; 

their young ones shall lie down together: and the lion shall eat straw like the ox. 

Chapter 11:8 And the sucking child shall play on the hole of the asp/rattlesnake, 

and the weaned child shall put his hand on the cockatrice' den. 

Chapter 11:9 They shall --Not Hurt nor Destroy --in all my holy 

mountain/Millennial Kingdom: 



for the New Earth --shall be full of the Knowledge of the Lord, as the waters cover 

the sea. 

ISAIAH Chapter 2:4—He/Jesus Christ shall judge between the nations, 

and He shall rebuke/correct many peoples; 

and they shall Beat their Swords into Plowshares/for doing farming 

and their spears into pruning hooks/for doing farming 

nation shall not lift up sword/weapons against nation, 

 neither shall they learn war anymore. 

 

ISAIAH Chapter 11:4 --But with Righteousness shall He/Jesus Christ judge the poor, 

and reprove with equity for the meek of the earth: 

and he shall smite the earth with the rod of his mouth, 

and with the breath of his lips shall he slay the wicked. 

11:5 And Righteousness --shall be the girdle/belt of his loins, 

and Faithfulness --the girdle/belt of his reins. 

 

 

DANIEL Chapter 7 
 “I kept looking 

Until thrones were set up, 

And the Ancient of Days/God Almighty took His seat; 

His outward appearance was like dazzling illuminated whitest snow 

And the hair of His head like pure wool. 

 

His throne was ablaze with flames, 

Its wheels were a burning fire. 

10 A river of fire was flowing. 

 

And coming out from before Him; 

Thousands upon thousands --were attending Him, 

And myriads upon myriads --were standing before Him; 

The court sat, 

And the Books --were opened. 
 

13 “I kept looking in the night visions, 

And behold, with the clouds of heaven 

 



One like the Son of Man/Jesus Christ was coming, 

And He came up to the Ancient of Days/God 

And was presented before Him. 

14 And to Him was given Dominion, 

Glory and a Kingdom, 

That all the peoples, nations and men of every language 

Might serve Him. 

His dominion is an Everlasting Dominion/Kingdom 

Which will not pass away; 

And His Kingdom is one 

Which will not be destroyed. 
 

18 But the Saints of the Highest One will receive the Kingdom and possess the Kingdom 

Forever, for all ages to come/eternally. 
 

27 Then the sovereignty, the dominion and the greatness of all the kingdoms 

under the whole heaven will be given to the people of the Saints of the 

Highest One; His Kingdom will be an Everlasting Kingdom, and all the dominions 

will serve and obey Him.’ 

 

ISAIAH Chapter 65:17 --“See, I/God will create 

  a  New Heavens and a New Earth. 

The former things will Not be remembered, 

    nor will they come to mind. 

 

REVELATION Chapter 2:25 But hold firmly/abide in/cling tightly what you 

have/your Salvation till I/Jesus Christ come.  

26 And whoever Overcomes, and keeps/does/obeys My Works until the End,  

to them --I will give power/Authority --over the Nations/in the Millennium— 

27 ‘They shall Rule them with a rod of iron; 
They shall be dashed to pieces like the potter’s vessels’— 

as I also have received/Authority from My Father. 

 

MATHEW Chapter 5;5 --Blessed are the Meek, for they shall Inherit/have 

authority/leadership on the Earth/ in the Millennium.  

 

2nd Timothy Chapter 2:12 --If we endure—with Him/Jesus Christ --We shall also 

Reign/Rule with Him/ in the Millennium.  



Final Comments  
will be from Mathew Chapter 25 --I will Paraphrase in my Own Words the  
 --Parable by Jesus Christ of the Talents: 

 

-A certain rich man was going on a journey away. He called his servants to a meeting 

before he left. He gave one servant 5 bags of gold, another servant 2 bags of gold, and 

another servant 1 bag of gold. Each servant he wisely and --fairly gave according to their 

own unique ability.  

 --Then the rich man went on his journey overseas.  

 

The servant who received 5 bags of gold went immediately to work using the gold to --

over time doubling it's worth. The servant who received 2 bags of gold did the same and 

--doubled his gold that was given to him.  

But the servant who received 1 bag of gold went out and dug a hole in the ground --and 

hid the gold down there.  

 

After a long time, the rich master came back to see what each servant had done with his 

allotment of gold given to him. He was ready and looking forward to rewarding them for 

their diligence and work. So, the servant who received 5 bags of gold gave his master 

back 10 bags of gold.  

 

The very happy rich master said,  

 --“Well done. Good and faithful servant! You have been Faithful with a few 

things; I will put you --in charge of many things.”  
 

The servant who received 2 bags of gold put down 4 bags of gold at his master's feet. 

 

The very happy rich master said,  
 --“Well done. Good and faithful servant! You have been Faithful with a few 

things; I will put you in charge of many things.” 

 

Then the servant who received one bag of gold put down the original one bag of gold 

given him at the master's feet. The servant said “I knew you were a hard person to 

please, and you aren't a fair righteous person, and it isn't worth it for me to work for you. 

I was afraid so I went outside and hid/buried the bag of gold in the earth. Here is the 

same gold back to you --that you gave to me.” 

 

The very angry master replied “You wicked Lazy servant! So, you think I am unfair 

and unrighteous, and it isn't worth it to serve me and use the Talent I entrusted to 

you.  



You should have at the very least put my gold I gave you on deposit with the bankers, so 

that when I returned, I would have at least gotten it back with some interest.” 

 

The furious master said to his guards “Take that bag of gold and give it to my servant 

who gained 5 more bags of gold for me. And throw this Worthless servant into Outer 

Darkness where he gets what he deserves with constant weeping and gnashing of teeth.” 

 

The Parable simply put is --God gives all Christians talents, abilities, and money and 

in the final White Throne Judgment all Christians will be judged by their Works 

before (God, Jesus Christ, and the Holy Ghost) and give testimony to what they 

did with what they had --for the Kingdom of God.  

 --Romans 2:6, 2nd Corinthians 5:10, Revelation 20:12.  
 

And those who didn't do anything or gave the very least back to God and Jesus Christ of 

their talents, abilities, and money will wish they had when they have to answer for doing 

hardly anything for the Kingdom of God while on the earth. Sadly, for them --they will 

receive little or no rewards in Heaven.  

 

And be called the Least in the Kingdom of God but they could have been called 

the Greatest in the Kingdom of God. But they didn't care about that while they 

lived on the earth. 
 

And no matter how sad they are standing before the throne of God and Jesus and would 

then --do much better if given another chance. It's too late for them now. Little or no 

rewards and/or being Least in the Kingdom of God are forever.  

 --Big and Rich Rewards in Heaven and being Great in the Kingdom of God are 

forever and Eternal. 
The END  
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